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Entropy Minimization SLAM for Autonomous Vehicles and Wearable Devices Juan M. S´aez and Francisco Escolano Robot Vision Group Departamento de Ciencia de la Computaci´on e Inteligencia Artificial Universidad de Alicante {jmsaez,sco}@dccia.ua.es Abstract In this paper, we propose and validate a novel approach to solve the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) problem. In order to do that, we use a stereo vision camera as the unique sensor of the mobile platform that provides semi-dense information of the environment (appearance and range data). A first approximation of the trajectory is given by an egomotion algorithm, that combines both appearance and range information provided by the stereo sensor in order to estimate the action between each pair of consecutive observations (visual odometry). The algorithm provides a locally but not globally consistent approximation, because it is based on local information only (previous and next observations of each action). In order to obtain a globally consistent map, we propose an information-based approach that rectifies the map obtained by the egomotion step making successive refinements over the trajectory using global information. The key idea is that the best aligned map is the one with the minimum entropy. In order to ensure the scalability of the algorithm, we propose a dynamic map compression strategy that bounds the complexity of the problem and attenuates both memory and computing time requirements. In the experimental section, we show the results of the algorithm in several situations: structured/unstructured environments, indoor/outdoor scenarios, 3DOF/6DOF situations, cyclic/acyclic trajectories, and so on. In order to carry out these experiments we have built two platforms: an indoor mobile robot (3DOF case) and a wearable device (6DOF case).
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Introduction



Autonomous navigation poses several subproblems, for instance, the mapping problem that consists in obtaining a representation of the environment that allows the robot to plan global trajectories. Obviously, in order to do that, an estimation of the position and orientation of the robot in its own map is also needed (localization problem). The Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) concept was first introduced in [CSS88] and following interleaved point of view of both problems that had been studied separately until that moment. The key idea is to obtain a globally consistent map of the visited environment
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and the relative pose of the mobile in this map at any time. When the full trajectory is required (not only the last pose of the robot) the problem is called Full SLAM. A solution to the SLAM problem that works in real time is desirable; besides it should be scalable. In recent years, the SLAM problem has been highly considered by the robotics community, consuming many research efforts. Here, we only relate the most extended methods based on metric maps (even though there are several SLAM solutions based on topological maps [KB81], [CN01] which are less generalized). The most popular SLAM solution consists in using the Extended Kalman Filter [WB03] in order to obtain a multidimensional Gaussian distribution that models both the pose and the landmarks of the environment. A landmark selection and robust data association mechanisms are needed to perform this algorithm. For example, in [Bai02] the landmarks represent the trees of the environment detected by a 2D laser range finder. In [JL03], a terrain mapping is obtained from an aerial stereo sequence where the landmarks represent high stable features of the reference images. The high complexity of EKF (θ(N 2 )) forces us to drastically reduce the density of the landmarks. In the literature, we may find several methods to reduce such complexity through different strategies: dividing the map into submaps and applying the EKF to each of them [TNNL02], [WD02]; making a factorized representation of the landmarks [Mur00], [MTKW02], [MTKW03] that allows an access to them with complexity θ(N log(N )); or replacing the covariance matrix with the information matrix [TLK+ 04], that is, the inverse of the covariance matrix which is sparser and consequently could be efficiently stored. Recently, the EKF approach has been extended to monocular cameras [DRMS07]. In [TBF98] [TBF00] we find an alternative formulation of the problem based on EM (Expectation Maximization [DLR77]) that also maintains the uncertainty of both the landmarks and the pose of the robot. Even though, the method preserves a high complexity. A high popular alternative to EKF is the Rao-Blackwellized Particle Filters (see for instance [HBDT03], [SGB05], [GSB05] and [SEGL05]) that consists in maintaining a population of possible maps/trajectories which are generated by sampling the motion model. EKF could be seen as a particular case of a particle filter or, in other words, Rao-Blackwellized PF could be seen as multiple EKF processes. The main drawback of PFs is the need of maintaining an proper population of samples at any moment (to avoid filter-collapse). The above methods are usually considered sparse approaches where the associated complexity forces us to use very few landmarks. On the other hand, we find dense approaches which usually select a substantial set of data per observation that we review as follows. Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [BM92], [RL01] is a well-known algorithm to find the rigid transformation between two observations and it is very extended in the Computer Graphics community (see for instance [LPC00] and [SL03]). In [SNH03], [NSL+ 04] we find a very interesting adaptation to the SLAM problem where ICP is used both in the local estimation and in the global rectification steps. The problem related with ICP is the complexity of finding the nearest neighbors, usually θ(N 2 ), that could be reduced using a cached kd-tree structure [NLHS07]. Our previous research [SE04], [SE05] reveals that the effectiveness of the ICP algorithm is drastically reduced with noisy sensors like stereo vision 2



ones. Another well-known dense approach to solve the SLAM problem consists in making an explicit search of the large loops of the map [GK99], [Kon04], [NCH06]. The problem is how to make a globally consistent update of the rest of the trajectory when a loop is found. This fact reveals that all the binary relations between the observations must be considered, which is really complex. See for instance [LM97] where a binary relation net with all the observations is performed in order to find the best map trough an energy minimization method. Dense methods usually make a different treatment of the SLAM problem. The goal is to obtain a whole globally consistent trajectory (Full SLAM) and observations are handled rigidly (when an observation is moved, the same transformation is applied to all its elements). Furthermore, dense methods maintain all the instances of each element of the environment while the sparse approaches maintain only one landmark for each element regardless of the number of observations where it appears. In both cases (dense and sparse approaches), an approximation of the robot actions is needed, which is usually obtained by an odometry sensor. Alternatively, odometry information could be approximated through the observations of the principal sensor of the robot. In order to do that, a sensor that provides dense information of the environment is needed, for example, a range scanner or a digital camera. This approach simplifies the hardware of the robot and provides an estimation regardless of the environment. Computer vision solutions are desirable because cameras (specially monocular ones [MSLD06] [DRMS07]) are cheaper than 2D (and obviously 3D) lasers. In this paper we will focus on these last ones, in particular on the stereo vision approaches. Stereo and monocular solutions share common problems like feature extraction or feature matching, but stereo sensors provide, besides the appearance, the range information of the scene which simplifies the algorithms and usually improves de results (see for example [NNB04] where the authors compare the results of the same algorithm with monocular and stereo sensors). Action estimation approaches using stereo vision usually follow a matchingbased scheme in three steps: i) feature extraction; ii) feature matching and iii) transformation estimation. For example, in [OMSM03] corners of the reference images are matched using an approach inspired in stereo correspondence with classical algorithms. Then, a least squares approach is proposed to estimate the transformation from the matchings. In [SLL02a], SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform [Low99]) are selected from reference images and matched through the distance between feature vectors. The transformation estimation is computed by a least squares approach too. In [SLL02b] the same authors apply RANSAC (RANdom SAmpling Consensus [FB81]) in the third step to make the estimation more robust. The same approach is applied in [Ihr01] although selecting the corners of the reference images and matching them by correlation. Note that in the egomotion problem, the action is considered as a rigid transformation and it is not strictly correct. The rationale of this assumption is to avoid the high complexity of considering the non-rigid case (see, for instance [CR00] and [BR04]). A reasonable approximation of the non-rigid case is the bundle adjustment problem, which computes the rigid transformation and refines the range information of the observations at once (see for instance [AK07], [MSLD06]). In this paper, we propose an energy minimization approach to solve the Full 3



SLAM problem from a dense point of view, using a stereo vision camera. Our consistency criterion is based on entropy, the classical measure of Information Theory. We follow the assumption that the best aligned map is the one with the minimum entropy. The energy minimization scheme requires an initial approximation of the trajectory, which is given by a matching-based egomotion algorithm. Earlier results of this research could be found in some of our previous works: [SE05] and [SE06].



Figure 1: SLAM summary scheme. Observations (top) obtained by the stereo camera. The egomotion process (second row) rejects the observations too near in space (space sampling) in order to obtain a compact trajectory. The egomotion approximation (prone to global drifts) is iteratively rectified by entropy minimization (bottom left). The trajectory is progressively compressed (bottom right) in order to ensure the scalability of the problem. In Fig. 1, we show a scheme that combines the elements of our SLAM approach. Egomotion provides an initial approximation of the trajectory using the stereo observation sequence (top). In order to obtain a compact trajectory, only significant actions (and their related observations) are integrated in the map (space sampling). This first approximation is iteratively refined by the global rectification step (bottom left). In order to maintain the complexity of the problem and the memory requirements, the trajectory is progressively compressed (bottom right). The paper is organized as follows: the technical details of the approach are described in Section 2. In Section 3, we show some selected experiments with real data in order to prove the robustness and the limitations of our approach in practice. Finally, in Section 4 we present our discussion and conclusion.
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Entropy Minimization SLAM



In this paper, we use a discrete definition of the robot trajectory that consists of a sequence of N observations {O0 , O1 , . . . , ON −1 } obtained by the robot from N respective poses {p0 , p1 , . . . , pN −1 }. Each observation at time t is composed by a set of 3D points of the environment Ot = {Mit = [xt , yt , zt ]T } 4



obtained through the stereo camera. Each pose pt at time t represents the robot position and orientation with respect to a global reference system defined by the first pose p0 . The pose contains six parameters pt = [xt , yt , zt , θtX , θtY , θtZ ]T (a full transformation in 3D space is defined by six degrees of freedom DOF, one translation and one orientation angle over each principal axis). Then, the environment map at time t integrates all the observations in their respective poses: At =



t [



{Rj Mij + tj }, Mij ∈ Oj



(1)



j=0



where Rj and tj are respectively the 3 × 3 rotation matrix and 3 × 1 translation vector obtained from pj . Usually, the trajectory is approximated in terms of actions. Each action at defines the local transformation between two consecutive observations Ot−1 and Ot , that is, a pose increment: at = [δxt , δyt , δzt , δθtX , δθtY , δθtZ ]T . Then, each pose pt is obtained by integrating all of the previous actions {a0 , a1 , . . . , at }. As we can see, actions are the only unknown elements of the trajectory. In the next section we describe our egomotion approach, that approximates each action through local information (visual odometry).



2.1



Egomotion



The goal of egomotion is to estimate the actions of the trajectory by using only visual cues. To this end, each action is estimated using local information, that is, previous and next observations to each action. The four steps to solve action estimation are (i) feature extraction, (ii) feature matching, (iii) matching refinement, and (iv) transformation estimation. In Fig. 2, we present a scheme of the egomotion process.



Figure 2: Egomotion process. Left: sequence of observations(top), initial matching each two consecutive observations (center), and refinement with LWO (bottom). Right: initial map prior to rectification.



2.1.1



Feature Extraction



Each observation obtained by the stereo camera consists in a semi-dense 3D point cloud that is difficult to handle in real time. Therefore, instead of consid5



ering all points, only a few significant subset of them is used. In the literature, we can find a long variety of methods to select stable characteristics in a sequence of stereo images. The process usually consists in selecting the 3D points whose 2D projection in the reference image is related with a feature of the image. For example, in [LLM98], [OMSM03] the selection is performed through the image corners. In [SLL02a], SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform [Low99]) are used with the same objective. Another feature extraction methods could be cited but they are less generalized (for example in [LQD03] vertical features are computed by using range and appearance information). These methods produce observations with a slight number of characteristics which are very stable though. However, a minimum number of features per observation is not ensured. Consequently, a specific observation cannot contain the sufficient number of characteristics putting the estimation algorithm at risk. Here, we use a simple method to decimate the point cloud which maintains a significant density of features per observations. Let Ot the complete 3D point cloud observed from the t-th pose, and let It (u, v) the right intensity image of the t-th stereo pair (reference image). For the sake of both efficiency and robustness, instead of considering all points Mit = [xt , yt , zt ]T ∈ Ot of the observation, we retain only a significant subset of them ˜ t ⊆ Ot . This observation is composed by the that we call reduced observation O 3D points Mit = [xt , yt , zt ]T ∈ Ot whose 2D projections mit = [ut , vt ]T ∈ It (u, v) are associated to strict local maxima of |∇It |. To consider a point Mit as a local maximum of |∇It |, we use a square 2D window Wti centered in the 2D projected pixel mit = [ut , vt ]T . Then, the size of the window |Wti | determines the density ˜ t. of the reduced observation O



Figure 3: Gradient local maxima (GLM) versus Harris corners and SIFT. Number of features extracted with each method along the trajectory (top left); number of matched features (top right); number of matchings after refinement (bottom left); and percentage of features that are finally matched (bottom right). Gradient-based features could be seem as a bad choice, because they are less stable than other well-known features like corners or SIFT. However, in our 6



approach, selecting a large number of features with a medium stability is better than selecting a few robust features. In order to prove the last assertion, we have performed an experiment where we compare our gradient local maxima (GLM) features with Harris corners and SIFT. At the top left part of Fig. 3 we plot the number of features obtained with each method along a sequence composed by 295 observations. As we can see, our approach extract the largest number of features. In the matching step (described in the next subsection), a number of matchings proportional to the number of features is produced (top right). After outlier rejection through our refinement step (described two sections below), we can see that our method provides the largest number of final matchings, which makes the approximation more robust. Obviously, it does not make our method more stable than the other two. If we compare the ratio #matchings #f eatures (bottom right), Harris corners and our method provides the worst stability, while SIFT provides the best one. 2.1.2



Feature Matching



˜ t−1 and O ˜ t , the next step After we have extracted the reduced observations O consists in approximating the correspondence between them. With the aim of doing that, we propose a method that only uses their appearance information, described as follows. ˜ t−1 and Mjt ∈ O ˜ t we In order to find matchings between points Mit−1 ∈ O will measure the similarity between the local appearances in the neighborhoods of their respective projections mit−1 and mjt . As we need certain degree of invariance to changes of texture appearance, matching similarity S(Mit−1 , Mjt ) relies on Pearson’s correlation ρ between the log-polar transforms LP of the i windows Wt−1 and Wtj centered in both points. Then, we must maximize the score S(Mit−1 , Mjt ) = |ρ(Zit−1 , Zjt )|, being ρ(Zit−1 , Zjt ) ∈ [−1, 1] the correlation coefficient of the random variables associated to the grey intensities of the logi polar mappings: Zit−1 = LP(Wt−1 ), Zjt = LP(Wtj ) Pearson’s correlation measures the linear relation between two random variables, regardless of its scales. In our context, this feature allows us to measure the similarity between two points with different illuminations, whenever the illumination change could be considered linear. Moreover, in the log-polar space, there is a loss of information that increases logarithmically from the center to the periphery of the image (foveated view). In our context, this attenuates the texture deformation effects which are produced when an object is observed from two different poses. Another effect that must be considered is the texture angle. In order to compare the textures correctly, we estimate the orientation of Wtj centered at point mjt = [ut , vt ]T through the image gradient vector at this point, that is, ∇I(ut , vt ). Then, we rotate the log-polar transform LP(Wtj ) to fit the gradient vector with the horizontal axis of the image, in order to compare all textures with respect to the same angle. Finally, and in order to ensure the quality of the matching set, we perform ˜ t−1 a mutual consistency filter. In other words, the set of matchings between O ˜ t must be the same in both directions. Then, considering Mjt the element and O that maximizes S(Mit−1 , Mjt ) and Mkt−1 the ones that maximizes S(Mjt , Mkt−1 ), we reject candidates with i 6= j.
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2.1.3



Matching Refinement



Despite considering the last filter, the matching process is prone to outliers. The reason is that the inherent ambiguity between the images can not be solved using appearance information only. Hence, we need another information source to solve the appearance ambiguity that we found in the range data obtained in the stereo process. In this subsection, we propose a novel approach to identify and remove potential outliers based on a structural consistency criterion. ˜ t−1 matches the j−th point Mjt ∈ O ˜t Suppose that the i−th point Mit−1 ∈ O k l ik i k ˜ t−1 matches Mt ∈ O ˜ t . Let dt−1 = ||Mt−1 − Mt−1 || and and similarly Mt−1 ∈ O jl j jl l dt = ||Mt − Mt ||. Let also Dijkl be the maximum between the ratios dik t−1 /dt jl ik and dt /dt−1 , that is: Dijkl =



jl max{dik t−1 , dt } jl min{dik t−1 , dt }



(2)



Dijkl ∈ [1, ∞[ is a similarity measure between the 3D segment (Mit−1 , Mkt−1 ) ˜ t−1 and the matched one (Mjt , Mlt ) in O ˜ t . When both matchings are in O correct, both distances must be similar; consequently Dijkl must be close to 1. Otherwise, Dijkl must be greater than 1. Note that Dijkl is independent from scale and size, because it is a proportional relation.



Figure 4: Computing Dij . Left: candidate matchings. Right: DcC ≈ 1 because the corresponding distances relative to the matchings are similar. However, DbB  1 because the corresponding distances relative to this other matching are different. ˜ t−1 matches Generalizing this idea, in order to consider whether Mit−1 ∈ O ˜ ∈ Ot or not, we evaluate the quantity: P (k,l)∈M∼{(i,j)} Dijkl Dij = (3) |M| − 1 being M = {(k, l)} the set of initial matchings, where (k, l) means that Mkt−1 matches Mlt . Dij is a global structural consistency measure of the matching between ˜ t−1 and Mjt ∈ O ˜ t , independent from scale and size. Once again, Mit−1 ∈ O this measure is in the interval [1, ∞[, where values closest to 1 are the most consistent with global structure.



Mjt
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In [Zha94] we find a statistical filter with a measure that could be seem similar to Dij , but we consider structural differences within the views (independently from the relative position between them) instead of considering the homogeneity of the matching set.



Figure 5: Evolution of the global consistency measure Dij in the leaving-theworst-out process (left). Note that as LWO iterates, the number of matchings is being reduced and Dij tends to a flat curve. Consequently, the standard deviation of these values tends to zero (right). Therefore, in order to preserve the structural coherence of M, it is better to retain matchings where Dij is close to the unit and remove the others. However, the global set of measures Dij are closely interrelated, that is, all of the matchings affect the consistency measure of the others. In other words, Dij is a relative measure, that depends on the rest of matchings. Then, Dij is useful to compare two matchings in the same set M, but not to remove all of the inconsistent matchings simultaneously. Hence, to remove potential outliers we propose an iterative approach. Leaving-the-worst-out (LWO) is an iterative scheme where we remove only one matching (and the pair of points associated with it) of M in each iteration. The selected matching to be removed is the worst of M, that is, the one with the higher value of Dij . Removing the worst matching improves the rest of the matchings. Therefore, in the next iteration we proceed to re-compute the consistency measure Dij of the new set M0 . If we plot Dij for all the matchings in each iteration (see curves in Fig. 5 left) we can see that as we iterate we tend to a flat curve (all values tends to the unit), that is to say, a curve whose standard deviation tends to zero (Fig. 5 right). Thus, we stop the process when such a deviation reaches σmin , being σmin sufficiently small. RANSAC is one of the most extended algorithms to find a good subset of inliers in a set with multiple outliers. The great difference with LWO is that RANSAC needs to perform an indeterminate number of iterations to find the solution, with an exponential tendency with respect to the number of outliers. However, our approach requires the same iterations as the number of outliers to find the refined subset. On the other hand, each iteration of RANSAC requires a transformation estimation, while each iteration of our approach is computed in linear time with respect to the number of matchings. In order to prove the last assertion, in Fig. 6 we show the number of itera9



Figure 6: Iterations consumed by RANSAC (left) and LWO (right) with respect to the number of outliers. See the text for more details. tions consumed by both algorithms with respect to the percentage of outliers in the matching set. In order to perform this experiment, we have used a random point cloud composed by 500 points and a second one obtained as a clone of the first one (then the perfect matching is know a priori) with a certain noise (10%).Then, we run both algorithms from the best match with 0% of outliers to the worst one with a 100% of outliers. In the RANSAC case (left), we show the real number of iterations performed by the algorithm in each execution (points) and the theoretical tendence (line) obtained with k = log(1 − p)/log(1 − w3 ) where p is the required confidence (in our case p = 0.95) and w3 is the probability of finding three inliers (minimum number of matchings to compute the transformation). As we can see, with an elevate number of outliers, the algorithm requires a prohibitive number of iterations. However, LWO (right) requires many iterations as the number of outliers contained in the set. Only in extreme cases, when the number of outliers is greater than 90% the algorithm fails, rejecting all of the matchings (the number of iterations is equal to the number of initial matchings). This is another characteristic of LWO: we can detect a degenerated matching set (a matching set with a very reduced or null subset of inliers) when the algorithm rejects all the elements. 2.1.4



Transformation Estimation



The purpose of the leaving-the-worst-out process is to provide a set of goodquality matchings in order to face action estimation directly. The idea is to perform both the matching and action estimation only once, to avoid an interleaved EM-like estimation process. Let M = {(i, j)} the robust set of matchings obtained after refinement, that ˜ t−1 with other Mjt of O ˜ t . The optimal action is relates 3D points Mit−1 of O the one yielding the transformation (rotation and translation) that maximizes the degree of alignment between both set of 3D points, that is, the one that minimizes the energy function: X ˆ jt ) E(Rk , tk ) = Dpp (Mit−1 , M (4) (i,j)∈M



where Rk and tk are 3 × 3 rotation matrix and 3 × 1 translation vector ˆ jt represents the application of the respectively, associated to the action at ; M j ˆ jt = Rk Mjt + tk . above transformation to the point Mt , that is: M 10



Dpp (.) is a distance function between the 3D points. The usual choice is the well-known Euclidean distance. However, it is only applicable when the noise of the points is isotropic or when it could be considered negligible. In other case, the shape of the noise could produce undesired effects in the alignment. In the case of stereo vision, each point Mit is contaminated with an anisotropic noise whose maximum amplitude falls in the associated camera ray rti defined by the line that contains Mit , and the center of projection Ct (under the pinhole camera model assumption). This noise comes from some sources both intrinsic (correspondence errors, pixel size, calibration accuracy and so on) and extrinsic (illumination conditions, ambiguity of the data, texture of the scene and so on). On the other hand, the noise in the other two principal directions (XY plane) comes from the pixel size, and could be easily obtained from the camera calibration information. Moreover, the scale of the latter noise is relatively much smaller than that of the former one (see Fig. 7 left).



Figure 7: Left: noise representation under the pinhole model. The larger noise of a point Mit falls in the camera ray rti . Right: proposed point-to-point distance. ˆ jt ), is given by two point-to-ray The distance between two points Dpp (Mit−1 , M j j i i ˆ t , rt−1 ). distances: Dpr (Mt−1 , rˆt ) and Dpr (M In order to define a point-to-point distance function according to the noise shape, standard reprojection error is often used (see for instance [KPT05], [AK07], [MSLD06], [NNB04]). The distance is measured between the 2D projections of the points over the image plane, assuming that the distances in the image follow a Cauchy distribution. Here, we propose a tradeoff that consists in a 3D distance function Dpp (.) coherent with the shape of the noise with no assumption about the image model: i ˆ jt ) = Dpr (Mit−1 , rˆtj )Dpr (M ˆ jt , rt−1 Dpp (Mit−1 , M )



(5)



where rˆtj represents the camera ray rtj transformed, that is, the line conˆ t = Rk Ct + tk and M ˆ jt = Rk Mjt + tk . On the other hand, taining both C Dpr represents the point-to-ray distance. Note that the distance Dpr (Mit−1 , rˆtj ) ˆ jt . The same effect is obtained in avoids the principal noise component of M j i ˆ t , rt−1 Dpr (M ) with the principal noise component of Mit−1 (see Fig. 7 right). In order to compute the point-to-ray distance, we use the well-known pointto-line geometric distance which applied to 5 results ˆ jt ) = Dpp (Mit−1 , M



ˆ t )×(M ˆ j −C ˆ t )|| ||(M ˆ j −Ct−1 )×(Mi −Ct−1 )|| ||(Mit−1 −C t−1 t t . j ˆ ˆ ||Mit−1 −Ct−1 || ||M −Ct || t
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(6)



The expression could be simplified in order to make the computation slightly more efficient, taking into account that each center of projection represents the local reference system of the related camera Ct = Ct−1 = [0, 0, 0]T . Therefore, ˆ t = Rk Ct + tk = tk . Applying the transformation of Ct could be simplified: C these changes to 6 we obtain: ˆ jt ) = Dpp (Mit−1 , M



ˆ j ×Mi || ||(Mit−1 −tk )×(Rk Mjt )|| ||M t−1 t . j ||Mit−1 || ||(Rk Mt )||



(7)



The above simplification saves about six vector-vector sums and two matrixvector products in each evaluation of Dpp . Experimentally, we have found that this function provides really similar results than the standard reprojection error. It could bee seen as an alternative way to solve the problem without assumptions about the image model. ˆ jt ), we Once we have a distance between two matched points Dpp (Mit−1 , M can evaluate the goodness of a candidate transformation (Rk , tk ) through the energy expression E(Rk , tk ). Then, we need a mechanism to obtain the best alignment, that is, the one that minimizes the above energy function. In order to do that, we perform a conjugate gradient descent scheme with an adaptive step that finds the values of the action at that produces the transformation with the minimum energy (R∗ , t∗ ). Experimentally, we have found that approximating translational and rotational components independently, the algorithm finds the minimum faster. Then, we alternate a conjugate gradient descent over the translational components and another one over the rotational ones, until no changes are produced in both of them.



2.2



Global Rectification



The proposed egomotion method performs an initial approximation of the trajectory T0 and consequently an initial approximation of the map A0 , which is prone to drifts because it is approximated through local information only. In order to obtain a globally consistent map, a strategy that handles global information is needed. In this section, we propose an iterative approach that makes successive refinements over the initial approximation, performing a sequence of trajectories T0 , T1 , . . . , TK and consequently a sequence of maps A0 , A1 , . . . , AK that starts with the egomotion approximation T0 and converges to the trajectory T∗ that produces the map with the best global alignment A∗ when K → ∞. In order to do that, we propose an information-based energy function E(Ai ) that measures the global consistency of the i-th map and a minimization scheme that ensures E(Ai−1 ) ≥ E(Ai ) along the sequence. 2.2.1



Consistency criterion



In this section, we address the problem of quantifying the consistency of the map, that is, the global alignment between all of the observations of the trajectory at once. There are several alignment measurements (correlation, Mutual Information, and so on) commonly used in pairwise registration which, when extended beyond two views, usually reach prohibitive complexities. Here, we propose a multiple alignment measurement based on Information Theory. In order to provide the underlying idea, we resort to the simple example described below.
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Figure 8: Multiple alignment through entropy minimization. 1D example with three discrete and noisy signals (left). Integration of the signals with the best alignment (top right) and entropy value for each candidate displacement pair (bottom right) whose minimum fits the best alignment. Consider the problem of finding the multiple alignment between three 1D discrete and noisy signals (see Fig. 8 left), given by two parameters (d2, d3) which represent the displacements of S2(x) and S3(x) with respect to S1(x). In order to evaluate a given candidate pair (d2, d3), we integrate the three signals S(xi ) = S1(x i ) + S2(xi + d2) + S3(xi + d3) and normalize the resulting P pdf p(xi ) =PS(xi )/ j S(xj ) so as to compute the discrete Shannon’s entropy H(p) = − i p(xi ) log p(xi ). At the bottom right handside of Fig. 8 we plot the resulting entropy value for each pair of candidate displacements. As we can see, the function presents a clear absolute minimum that fits the best alignment (Fig. 8 top right). The underlying idea is that a good alignment makes a crisper pdf (heterogeneous distribution → low entropy) than a bad alignment (homogeneous distribution → high entropy). Following the above reasoning, our consistency criterion E(Ai ) is obtained by the entropy of the map H(Ai ) which is considered as a discrete 3D distribution given by the point cloud Ai = {[xj , yj , zj ]T }. It is important to consider that the information of Ai is redundant (overlapped regions are described by multiple observations). Then, when the map is well aligned, overlapped regions are coincident thus increasing the local density of the distribution and consequently decreasing its entropy. Otherwise, when the observations are disaligned, a bigger and sparser distribution with a higher entropy is obtained. On the left of Fig. 9 we show an example of a map with a bad (top) and good (bottom) alignment. The 3D density functions are represented by cubes whose volume and color intensity are proportional to the local density of the points. When the map is disaligned, the density of the point cloud is sparser (high entropy) than when the map is well aligned (low entropy). Redundant information is a good way of measuring the consistency of the map although it is not the only one. Handmade environments usually contain significant flat elements (floor, ceiling and walls) that are usually in a frontoparallel arrangement (Manhattan world). Let AiXY = {[xj , yj ]T }, AiXZ = 13



Figure 9: Our consistency criterion is based on the entropy of the map over different dimensions. Here we show an approximation of the pdf of a map in different situations: over the whole 3D distribution (left); over the principal planes (middle); and over the principal axes (right). In the three cases we show a bad alignment case (top) and a good one (bottom). See text for details. {[xj , zj ]T } and AiY Z = {[yj , zj ]T } the marginal 2D point clouds (2D projections over the principal planes) obtained from Ai = {[xj , yj , zj ]T }. When a flat element of the environment is perpendicular to one of the principal planes, the 2D density distribution of the related plane is crisper and consequently less entropic than in the other case. In the middle of Fig. 9 we show an example of a map with a bad (top) and a good (bottom) alignment with the principal planes. 2D density functions are represented by 2D histograms where the color intensity and the length of each bar are proportional to the density of the related region. As we can see, when the flat elements (walls, ceiling and floor) are well aligned with the principal planes, crisper density functions are produced than in the other case. Then, the entropies H(AiXY ), H(AiXZ ) and H(AiY Z ) could be used for measuring the fronto-parallelism of the environment. Following the same idea, the entropy could be measured over the principal axes using the 1D marginal distributions AiX = {xj }, AiY = {yj } and AiZ = {zj } obtained from Ai = {[xj , yj , zj ]T }. This is strictly related to the above case, yet it makes a simpler interpretation of the data. On the right of Fig. 9 we show an example of a map with a bad (top) and a good (bottom) alignment with the axes. 1D density functions are represented by 1D histograms where the color intensity and the length of each bar are proportional to the density of the related region. Once again, when the flat elements are well aligned with the axes, crisper density functions are produced. Then, the 1D entropies H(AiX ), H(AiY ) and H(AiZ ) could be used for measuring the fronto-parallelism of the environment. As we can see, axes capture rougher information than planes. For instance, the floor and the ceiling make two crests in the XY and the Y Z planes while they make only two peaks in the Y axis. Our consistency energy function E(Ai ) is defined by integration of one or more of the above entropy terms, which depends on the environment. In 6DOF, we distinguish three typical kinds of environments and consequently three dif-
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ferent definitions of our consistency function: • Unstructured environments. If no fronto-parallel flat elements are present, we will only use the general entropy term, that is: E(Ai ) = H(Ai )



(8)



• Low-structured environments. Indoor/outdoor environment that does not contain fronto-parallel vertical elements (walls) but, at least, contains horizontal flat elements (the floor or the ceiling). In this case, we use the general term integrated with the entropy over the vertical axis, that is: E(Ai ) = H(Ai ) + H(AiY )



(9)



• Structured environments. Indoor fronto-parallel environments where Manhattan-world could be assumed. Fronto-parallelism is measured through the entropies over the principal planes, integrated with the general term: E(Ai ) = H(Ai ) + H(AiXY ) + H(AiXZ ) + H(AiY Z )



(10)



In the 3DOF case (indoor wheel-based robots operating under flat-floor assumption), completely unstructured environments are obviously discarded. In this case, we only consider two kinds of environments: the low-structured environments where E(Ai ) = H(AiXZ ) (11) and structured ones, where E(Ai ) = H(AiXZ ) + H(AiX ) + H(AiZ ).



(12)



In 3DOF, the general term is measured through the horizontal plane XZ, instead of using the whole 3D distribution. Furthermore, fronto-parallelism is measured through the axes instead of through the planes. As we can see, the dimensionality reduction simplifies the consistency criterion. 2.2.2



Efficient Entropy Approximation



Entropy estimation from a discrete set of samples is not a trivial problem. In the literature, we find two kinds of approaches: plug-in methods that estimate the entropy through the pdf of the distribution (see, for instance, [EHIL+ 04] that estimates the pdf through Parzen windows [Par62]); and non plug-in methods that perform the estimation directly from the set of samples (see for instance [HM99], [HM02] where the entropy is approximated by the length of the Minimal Spanning Tree of the samples). See [BDGVDM97] for an overview of the entropy estimation methods. The above methods perform a fine estimation of the entropy at the cost of a high (nearly quadratic) complexity with respect to the number of samples. This is the reason why they could not be applied to our case (a 3D stereo map typically contains millions of points). On the other hand, entropy value will be used for minimization purposes, and thus, a fine estimation is not usually needed. Therefore, we propose a simple plug-in method that gives a fast approximation of Shannon’s entropy. 15



Let P ∈ 


Figure 10: 3D Entropy approximation with a homogeneous grid of cells (left) where 3, 042 cells are generated; and with an octree (right) which evaluates only 816 nodes. In this map, only 561 cells are really occupied which are the only ones needed for the entropy estimation. Tree-based data structures provide an optimized procedure to find the occupied cells. In order to obtain the same results as a homogeneous grid of cells, terminal nodes must be square cells with size ld . With this purpose, we initialize the root of the tree with square bounds that include the bounding box of the points B0 ⊆ B and perform the subdivision of the nodes always through the middle point of each sub-volume. Furthermore, the size s of B0 must be in agreement with the size of the cells of the terminal nodes ld . In order to ensure that, we use s = (l2c )d where c is the minimum value that ensures B0 ⊆ B. 16



In the global rectification step, we need the data contained in all the observations which are only used to estimate the entropies of the consistency criterion. The estimation is performed with limited accuracy given by ld . Then, and for the sake of efficiency, original observations Ot are simplified in agreement with ld obtaining O0t as follows. We divide the bounding-box of Ot = {[xt , yt , zt ]T } in a homogeneous grid of K cells {c0 , c1 , . . . , cK−1 } with size ld . Then, for each occupied cell |ci | > 0, we add a new point [xn , yn , zn , wn ]T in O0t whose 3D coordinates come from the centroid of the cell [xn , yn , zn ] = c¯i and wn represents the weight of the point, that is, the number of original points wn = |ci | belonging to the cell. Using this simplification, we drastically reduce the memory requirements, thus obtaining the same results as with the complete data. Obviously, cell-based approaches are not recommended for a fine entropy estimation in a general-purpose application because they are considered biased methods (entropy scale depends on cell size). However, in our context, the proposed method provides a really fast and accurate enough way to comparing different states of the map. 2.2.3



Information Driven Quasi-Random Update



Once the consistency criterion and an efficient way to compute it are defined, a strategy to find the map with the best energy value (the most globally consistent one) is needed. In this section we propose a versatile and efficient energy minimization algorithm with this aim, described as follows. Our global rectification strategy makes successive refinements over the initial trajectory T0 by performing a sequence of trajectories T0 , T1 , T2 , . . . and consequently a sequence of related maps A0 , A1 , A2 , . . . that converges to the one with the minimum energy E(A∗ ). Each trajectory Tk is obtained from the previous one Tk−1 by making the changes over the actions which improve the global consistency of the map. From an energy minimization point of view, our problem consists in finding the 6N (3N in the 3DOF case) optimal values of the trajectory Tk (where N is the number of actions/observations) that minimize E(Ak ). In order to find them, a gradient search could be performed although in practice, the numerical approximation of the gradient with a large number of parameters is not efficient enough. Instead of doing that, we propose a simple method based on MetropolisHastings algorithm [CG95] that obtains the new trajectory through a random shake over the actions of the previous one, accepting the changes with a certain probability that depends only on the two last states. Consider the trajectory at the last step Tk−1 and the related map Ak−1 . Let Ttry a new trajectory, obtained by randomly changing the actions of Tk−1 . If the energy of the new related map Atry improves the energy of the last step, that is, E(Atry ) < E(Ak−1 ) we accept the changes directly Tk ← Ttry . In other case, we accept the changes with a certain probability p, given by the k−1 ) energy change with respect to the last step, that is: p = E(A E(Atry ) . When the change is not accepted, the trajectory in the new step is unchanged Tk ← Tk−1 . The algorithm iterates until the energy is stabilized, which is detected when the number of consecutive failed attempts IN C is greater than a certain value (IN C ≥ N Cmax ).
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In order to obtain Ttry from Tk−1 , each new action atry is perturbed by t adding or subtracting  at random. That is, atry is a random variable following t the uniform distribution U (at + , at − ) with  = [x , y , z , θx , θy , θz ] whose scale must be carefully specified, attending to the scales of robot motion. As the robot advances, new observations are captured and initial approximation of the trajectory is carried out by the egomotion process. Meanwhile, the global rectification algorithm must be called several times in order to ensure the consistency of the map at any time. To be more precise, rectification is invoked when Srec new observations and actions are obtained. While the last algorithm is at work, consuming an undefined amount of computing time, the robot should be stopped. Usually this is not desirable and in some applications it is impossible (for instance, aerial or underwater robots). This is why we propose a parallelized version of the global rectification algorithm based on an AnyTime strategy. In the AnyTime strategy, egomotion and global rectification are conceived as a two parallel processes. On one hand, egomotion approximates the new actions form the trajectory sequence and maintains a local trajectory buffer with the latest observations and actions. On the other hand, global rectification is composed by an infinite loop where rectification attempts are computed continuously over the main trajectory. When the local trajectory buffer is full (exceeds Sbuf observations/actions) a synchronization between both processes is performed (the infinite loop is paused, the trajectory buffer updates the main trajectory and the infinite loop is restarted). In this case, the number of consecutive failed attempts IN C could be used by the rest of the processes to distinguish if the map is stable or not. As we show in the experimental section, this version of the algorithm takes advantage of having a dual processor for avoiding stop the mobile. Experimentally, we have found two ways of increasing the number of successful changes that decrease the energy. On the one hand, instead of changing all the actions simultaneously, we only consider a subset of them, composed by Ssel << N actions randomly selected every time. We have verified that perturbing less variables simultaneously it is more probable to find a successful change. In this case, if we use any Manhattan-world assumption in the energy function, the first action a0 must be ever selected, because it defines the global alignment of the map. On the other hand, each successful change usually defines a descending path of the energy function in the parameter space. In order to take advantage of that, when we find a successful change, we try to minimize the function in the next iteration applying the same change to the trajectory . 2.2.4



Scalability



The proposed energy minimization algorithm works well with a reasonable number of actions/variables. However, the probability of finding a combination of changes that improves the energy function is inversely proportional to the number of parameters that are considered. Then, as the robot advances and new actions are introduced into the trajectory, the problem becomes more and more complex and consequently the minimization algorithm becomes more and more inefficient too. In this section, we propose two strategies to solve this problem. In order to minimize the number of elements of the trajectory, our first proposal consists in a space-sampling scheme where a new observation is accepted 18



Figure 11: Our trajectory compression approach consists in fusing the consecutive observations two by two (see the synthetic scheme at left where Nmax = 6). After several compression steps, the first observations are more integrated than the last ones (see the example with real data at right where Nmax = 60) which is consistent with the energy minimization algorithm. only when it is related to an action that is large enough. For this purpose, when a new observation Onew is obtained, the action anew between Onew and the last accepted observation OkN −1 is approximated by our egomotion algorithm. Then, if anew is large enough (some translation is greater than tmin or some rotation is greater than θmin ) the observation and the related action are accepted and integrated with the trajectory. In any other case, both elements are discarded. When the robot is stopped or it is moving too slow, a great number of observations and little or null actions, that overload the trajectory, arise. The latter approach is a simple and effective way of discarding these useless elements. However, this approach delays the problem but does not solve it. In order to maintain the number of actions within a reasonable interval, we propose a progressive integration of the trajectory. Suppose that Nmax is the maximum number of actions which our algorithm works well with. When the number of elements N k of the trajectory Tk is over Nmax , a strategy that generates a new and simpler trajectory Tk+1 with N k+1 << Nmax is needed. In order to do that, we compose Tk+1 fusing the consecutive observations of Tk : 0 with 1, 2 with 3, 4 with 5, and so on (see Fig. 24 left). To fuse two observations, we integrate the second point cloud with the first one, using the intermediate action to put them in the same reference system, that is: Ok+1 = Ok2i i



[



Rk2i+1 Ok2i+1 + tk2i+1 , i = 0, 1, . . . ,



Nk 2



(13)



where Rk2i+1 and tk2i+1 are respectively the 3 × 3 rotation matrix and 3 × 1 translation vector obtained from ak2i+1 . After that, we compute the weighed simplification of Ok+1 proposed in section 2.2.2. Furthermore, the actions must i be integrated in agreement with the new observations: ak+1 0 ak+1 i



= ak0 = ak2i−1 + ak2i ,



i = 1, 2, . . . , N k /2



(14)



After each compression step, the elements of the trajectory are reduced to Nmax /2 which maintains the observations and actions always in the interval [Nmax /2, Nmax ]. This compression strategy, as the SLAM algorithm proceeds, causes the first observations to be more integrated (poorer temporal resolution) than the last ones. In Fig. 24 (right) we describe an example showing the state of the trajectory after four integration events with Nmax = 60. This seems 19



reasonable from the point of view that these observations have been involved in more rectification steps (compression level proportional to the consistency of the actions). Nonetheless, this increments the rigidity of the map, which seems problematic for automatic loop-closing. Then, the value of Nmax must be selected according with the magnitude of the map .
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Experimental Results



In this section we present a set of selected experiments, to provide an in-depth overview of the proposed approach in practice. First of all, we detail the hardware on which we have performed the experiments and the common values of the parameters.



3.1



Stereo Vision Camera and Mobile Platforms



In order to perform our 6DOF experiments, we have built a wearable stereo device that consists of a stereo camera and a small-size laptop that we carry in a little backpack (Fig. 12 top left). The whole system weighs approximately two kilograms and allows us to perform complex trajectories in many different environments. On the other hand, to perform our 3DOF experiments we have used an indoor robot that consists of the stereo camera mounted on a holonomic wheel-based mobile platform (ER1, distributed by Evolution Robotics Inc.) and a control laptop (Fig. 12 top right). In this case, a second laptop is used to tele-operate the robot through a wireless connection.



Figure 12: Wearable stereo device (top left) and indoor robot (top right) built to carry out our 6DOF and 3DOF experiments respectively. Stereo camera and laptop integrated in both platforms (bottom). In both cases, we have used the same stereo camera, a Digiclops Stereo 20



Vision SystemT M , distributed by Point Grey Research Inc. and the same control laptop, an Intel Centrino Core 2 DUO 1.83GHz 2GB RAM (Fig. 12 bottom). Digiclops is a trinocular stereo head with a 10cm baseline which provides 640×480×3 BW images at 14fps. The camera is pre-calibrated using Tsai’s classic method [Tsa87], and the multi-baseline geometry is solved by [OK93]. The system provides a software library that solves image acquisition, low level preprocesses, stereo correspondence and 3D reconstruction. Stereo correspondence is solved by a window-based approach using the Sum of Absolute Differences over the edge images. Correspondence results are filtered through different criteria and 3D reconstruction is computed with sub-pixel accuracy.



3.2



Common Parameters



In this subsection, we detail the common parameters of the experiments. We start with the camera configuration. For the sake of efficiency, we on use only half of the maximum resolution (320 × 240 pixels). Given our previous experimental evaluations of the 3D estimation error for the Digiclops system, our maximum range is 12m, being the average error below 0.91m for such distance. In the half resolution mode, the camera produces clouds of 10, 000 points on average which are typically reduced to 400 points in the feature extraction step, using |W| = 8 × 8 (size of appearance windows). In the feature matching step, we use Smin = 0.8 (similarity threshold) and in the matching refinement step we use σmin = 0.005 (variance limit to stop the LWO process). In the entropy approximation, only the cell size ld is needed which determines the accuracy of the entropy approximation as well as the memory required to store the observations. We distinguish between indoor short experiments where we use ld = 15cmd and outdoor large experiments where we use ld = 35cmd . The energy minimization algorithm contains several parameters: the scale of the random perturbations of the actions which is set to x = y = z = 0.05m and θx = θy = θz = 3◦ and the percentage of actions perturbed at once where we use Ssel = 10% of N ; the number of consecutive failed attempts to consider if the trajectory is stabilized or not, that is, N Cmax which is set to 50; and the rectification step which is set to Srec = 25. The AnyTime version of our minimization algorithm contains two parameters: N Cmax which is also set to 50; and Sbuf (elements of the egomotion buffer) which is set to 10. Finally, there are two parameters related with the scalability of the problem: the minimum translation and rotation in the observation space-sampling which is set to tmin = 0.15m and θmin = 5◦ respectively; and the maximum number of trajectory elements (trajectory compression) Nmax which is set to 60.



3.3



Egomotion experiments



We start our experiments with an in-depth analysis of our visual odometry proposal. First of all we introduce the practical limitations that we have found in practice. We have empirically isolated three situations where the egomotion algorithm fails (Fig. 13): (i) large actions that eliminate the overlapped area between the observations; (ii) low textured areas with reduced amount of range information that consequently reduces the overlapped area too; and (iii) non-linear illumina-
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tion changes that make feature matching fail (Pearson’s coefficient only works with linear illumination changes).



Figure 13: Failure cases of our approach: too large action (fist row); low textured environment (second row); and a non-linear illumination change (third row). For each case we show the observation before the action (left column), the observation after the action with the initial feature matching (middle column) and after refinement (right column). As we can see, in the three cases our algorithm produces a similar response: when a failure case occurs, a clearly unstructured set of matchings is obtained (Fig. 13 middle column). Such matchings are rejected by the refinement step except for two of them (Fig. 13 right column). Note that any two matchings makes zero the standard deviation of the consistency measure which stops the LWO process. Then, the number of matchings after refinement could be used to determine if the egomotion will fail, which is very useful in a real application. Moreover, the number of final matchings could be seen as a similarity measurement between two observations considering both appearance and structure information. In order to argument in favor of the above assertion, we have performed a 6DOF trajectory with our wearable device walking along a corridor with repetitive textures. The 54 meter trajectory contains 150 observations (see some reference images in Fig. 14 top). In this experiment, we try to match each pair of observations of the trajectory (1502 egomotion approximations) in order to study the number of matchings produced in each case. For each pair of observations, we represent the percentage of original points that take part in a matching, before (Fig. 14 bottom left) and after (Fig. 14 bottom right) refinement. We have not included the main diagonal in the representations (matching of each observation with itself) because it is always 100%. The trajectory does not contain any loops. Then, only the closest observations in the trajectory must be similar. However, the initial matching (Fig. 14 bottom left) doesn’t represent this fact because we distinguish both high values around the principal diagonal (closest observations in the trajectory) and far from it (separated sites of the map with similar textures). After the refinement step (Fig. 14 bottom right), only the pairs of observations with similar struc22



Figure 14: Trajectory with 150 observations where we match each pair. Percentage of original points that match before (bottom left) and after (bottom right) refinement step. Some intermediate reference images (top) of the trajectory. ture still remain high and the rest of them fall down. Then, the refinement step overcomes the ambiguity of the initial matching. On the other hand, the number of final matchings maintains a proportional relation with the similarity between the views. Note that as we are closer to the diagonal, the number of final matchings is greater. Another scenarios where refinement step takes a relevant role are the dynamic environments. Actually, all of the experiments in the rest of sections contain some dynamic elements (trees shaken by the wind, people crossing, and so on). Here we address the general problem, that is, the egomotion estimation in a environment that contains moving elements while the camera is also moving.



Figure 15: Experiment in a dynamic environment. In the sequence (left) a girl (Marta) crosses the field of view of the camera while it is also moving. Matching before (top left row) and after (bottom left row) refinement step. Final 3D composition of the scene (right) where only the movement of the camera have been considered. In Fig. 15 we show a trajectory composed by four observations where the camera is rotating from left to right (objects appear from right to left in the field of view). While the camera is moving, a girl (Marta) is crossing the field of
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view from left to right too, but faster than the camera. In the initial matching (top left row) we can distinguish three sets of matchings: the ones produced by the movement of the camera over the static objets; the ones produced by Marta’s movement (note that the velocity difference between both elements produces opposite matching vectors); and an unstructured set of matchings (outliers). As we can see, after the refinement step only the set of matchings that describes the movement of the camera has been retained, which are used to estimate the trajectory. In the 3D scene that integrates the four observations in their respective poses (Fig. 15 bottom) we can see that only the movement of the camera is considered (the static parts of the environments are well aligned while Marta appears four times). Once again, the refinement step solves the problem, discarding not only the noisy matchings but the ones related with dynamic elements too. Obviously, the refinement step retains the bigger set of matchings with a common structure. Then, the algorithm always yields the set of background matchings because it is the most representative of the scene. However, the dynamic object could be more representative than the environment, for example, an element so close the camera that covers the entire field of view. A common drawback of the egomotion algorithms is that they provide a locally but not globally consistent approximation of the trajectory, which is a consequence of using local information only. In order to provide a measurement of the drift produced by the algorithm, we use cyclic trajectories where the mobile starts and ends at the same pose of the map. The difference between these poses is the integration of all the errors produced along the trajectory that gives an idea about the error of the estimations on average. The most robust way to do that consists in comparing the estimated trajectory with its ground truth which is simple but expensive to obtain in 3DOF (through active beacons, for instance), but is really complex to obtain in 6DOF. We have performed two large and cyclic experiments in order to evaluate the egomotion approximation. Our first experiment (Fig. 16 left) consists in a 3DOF trajectory composed by 308 observations, performed with our indoor mobile robot (Fig. 12 top right). The trajectory contains two loops around a hall in the Business Faculty at the University of Alicante. The robot starts and ends in the same pose in both loops. At the end of the first loop (Fig. 16 top left) the robot has taken 189 observations along 59.45m. The distance between both poses is 1.08m and the orientation difference 6.03◦ . At the end of the second loop (Fig. 16 bottom left) the robot has taken 308 observations along 129.41m. The last pose is 2.03m from the first one and differs 9.07◦ in orientation. The highest translation estimated is 1.32m and the highest rotation 32.56◦ . The time consumed in each estimation is 178ms on average. In order to give a better idea about the precision of the estimation, we make a second experiment under more difficult conditions. This time we use our wearable device (Fig. 12 top left) to perform a 6DOF outdoor trajectory composed by 595 observations in a landscaped environment of the University of Alicante (Fig. 16 right). The mobile covers 418.69m, performing an eightshaped loop (first and last observations at the same real pose). In this case, the highest estimated translation is 3.01m and the highest rotation 6.40◦ (the mobile advances more quickly than in the above experiment). At the end of the trajectory, the last pose differs 30.09m from the first one in distance. In this case, the time consumed in each estimation is 223ms on average. 24



Figure 16: Drift in large trajectories using egomotion only. Left: a large 3DOF trajectory. Double loop in the Business Hall. Map obtained after the first loop (top) and after the second loop (bottom). Right: a large 6DOF trajectory. Eight-shaped loop in a landscaped environment. We include the plan of the building and an aerial photograph of the environment (courtesy of the Cartography Dep. of the UA http://www.sigua.ua.es/). Comparing both experiments, we can see that as we increase the dimension of the problem from 3DOF to 6DOF, computing time and drift are increased too (average time is increased about 25% and the differences between first and last poses is about the double).



3.4



SLAM in 3DOF Structured Environments



In this section, we evaluate our SLAM algorithm in several 3DOF structured environments with our indoor mobile robot where the Mannhattan-world assumption could be exploited (Exp. 12) or not (Exp. 11). In these experiments, the serialized version of our global rectification algorithm is used since the robot could be stopped. Furthermore, all the experiments in this section are teleoperated (for autonomous navigation experiments see [SE05]). In the first experiment, we go back to the double loop trajectory in a hall of the Business Faculty at the University of Alicante used in the last section. In Fig. 17 we present the evolution of the SLAM scheme (left) and the time consumed in each iteration (right). As we can see, this time is approximately constant when only egomotion is computed (always under 0.5s). This time includes observation capturing, stereo processing and egomotion estimation (space-sampling is not required in teleoperated mode). Nevertheless, the time consumed by the rectification steps (each 25 observations) oscillates between 0.6 and 9.3 seconds.
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Figure 17: Double loop trajectory in a hall of the Business Faculty at the University of Alicante. Some SLAM intermediate states (left) and time consumed per iteration (right). Peaks are produced by the rectification algorithm each 25 observations. See the text for more details. In the last iteration, the last pose is 0.11m from the first one and differs 1.07◦ in angle. As we can see, the rectification steps maintain the local alignment and solve the global one (loop closing). In this case, we obtain the same results with and without the Manhattan assumption (in the figure, we show the results obtained with Exp. 11). This is reasonable because the trajectory contains high global redundancy.



Figure 18: Two indoor 3DOF acyclic trajectories: along three corridors (top) and along some corridors and rooms (bottom). Egomotion results (left column), SLAM results without (middle column) and with (right column) Manhattan assumption. In Fig. 18 we show two experiments without global loops. In the first one (top) the robot performs a trajectory along three corridors taking 173 observations after traveling 20.74m. As we can see in the egomotion results (top left) a drift is produced (first and last corridors should be parallel) which is unsolved
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by the SLAM algorithm when Exp. 11 is used (middle top). Nevertheless, when Manhattan-world is assumed (using Exp. 12), corridors are well aligned (top right). Similar results could be observed in a more complex trajectory (Fig. 18 bottom) where the robot takes 144 observations in 25.96m along navigating through some corridors and rooms. As we can see, the SLAM approach without Manhattan assumption (middle bottom) rectifies some inconsistencies of the egomotion approximation (middle left), but does not solve the alignment between the room and the principal corridor (data shared between both parts is not enough). Only will the last problem be solved when the SLAM algorithm is applied with Exp. 12 (bottom right). As we can see, our SLAM approach allows us to rectify a map when it is performed in a fronto-parallel environment even in absence of global/large loops.



3.5



SLAM in 6DOF Structured Environments



In this section, we evaluate our SLAM algorithm in several 6DOF structured environments with our wearable device, where the maps are prone to worse drifts than the ones in 3DOF caused by the curse of dimensionality. In this case, we can use the basic energy (Exp. 8) which is valid for any 6DOF environment or Exp. 10 which exploits the Manhattan-world assumption.



Figure 19: 6DOF experiment at the Chancelor Building at the University of Alicante. Egomotion approximation (top left), SLAM discarding (top right) and exploiting (bottom) of the fronto-parallelism of the environment. In this case, the Manhattan assumption does not change the solution. Our first 6DOF experiment has been performed in the Chancelor Building
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at the University of Alicante (Fig. 19). The trajectory contains 304 observations along 151.42m, describing a large zero-shaped loop. As we can see, a clear 6DOF drift is produced when the trajectory is approximated through egomotion only (top left) been solved when it is performed with the complete SLAM approach. We obtain a similar solution with (bottom) and without (top right) the Manhattan assumption (obviously, except for the global alignment with the principal planes which is irrelevant), because the trajectory contains high global redundance and egomotion performs a good approximation relatively near to the solution.



Figure 20: Time consumed (top) and number of rectification attempts (bottom) in each iteration of the Chancelor Building experiment under the Manhattan assumption. Upper and bottom parts of the bars represent the number of successful and failed attempts respectively. See the text for more details. In this case, the mobile could not be stopped. Then, only the parallelized version of our global rectification algorithm could be used. Therefore, spacesampling is also needed because the movement could not be controlled by the system. In Fig. 20 we show the time consumed by the algorithm in each iteration (top). Each iteration represents a new observation and action added to the system after the space-sampling filter. Then, at each iteration, several observations and egomotion estimations are processed (from 1 to 5 in this case) which are discarded until an action which is large enough is performed. Furthermore, we represent the number of rectification attempts that are made by the rectification algorithm (bottom) in each iteration. This number of iterations is directly proportional to the time consumed in each iteration and inversely proportional to the volume of the map. In this case, the volume is stabilized approximately in iteration 73 which stabilizes the number of rectification attempts to 9 on average. Our second 6DOF experiment has been done in the Polytechnical Building at the University of Alicante (Fig. 21). The trajectory of 124.70m contains 403 observations covering two floors of the building. The mobile covers the second floor, goes downstairs, covers the first floor in the opposite direction and goes upstairs ending in the same pose as it starts and performing a global loop. In this case, the trajectory is longer and contains more complex movements than in the above experiment which causes a worse drift (see the egomotion results, top left, where the first and the last poses differ 17.26m in distance). In this case, we obtain different solutions with (bottom) and without (top right) the 28



Figure 21: 6DOF experiment that covers two floors of the Polytechnical Building at the University of Alicante performing a global loop. Egomotion approximation (top left), SLAM discarding (top right) and exploiting (bottom) of the fronto-parallelism of the environment. In this case, Manhattan assumption is needed to close the loop correctly. Manhattan assumption. When fronto-parallelism is not considered, the global loop is not closed (the first and the last poses differ 4.44m) and it is solved when SLAM is performed under the Manhattan assumption (the first and the last poses differ 0.36m in this case).



3.6



SLAM with Low-Structured and Unstructured Environments



In this section, we evaluate our SLAM algorithm in 6DOF outdoor environments with our wearable device, where Manhattan-world could not be assumed. We also consider extremely large trajectories where a bigger cell size (ld = 35cmd ) must be used in order to fulfill the memory requirements. In the first experiment of this section, we return to the outdoor eight-shaped trajectory described previously composed by 595 observations along 418.69m and performed in a landscaped environment of the University of Alicante. In Fig. 22, we show the results obtained with our SLAM approach applying the energy Exp. 8 (top) and straight floor assumption Exp. 9 (bottom). In this experiment, the mobile starts and ends in the same pose which differs 30.09m in the egomotion approximation (Fig. 16 right). When SLAM is performed using the basic energy function only, the error is reduced but obviously not zeroed because the global loop is not closed (first and last poses differ 24.06m). This is reasonable because the egomotion approximation is too far from the solution (the trajectory is so long and consequently the accumulated error is too high)
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Figure 22: Eight-shaped large trajectory in a low-structured environment. SLAM results without (top) and with (bottom) straight floor assumption. See the text for more details. and the global redundancy of the trajectory is not enough for solving it. Then, we take advantage of the floor of the environment which could be considered straight. As we can see at the bottom of the figure, when we perform our SLAM approach under straight floor assumption (energy Exp. 9), the loop is well closed (first and last poses differ only 0.41m). In the second experiment of this section, we consider the unstructured environment case with a 6DOF trajectory performed along the bed of a dry river following a winding path, owing to the uneven terrain (at the top left of Fig. 23 we include some reference images of the trajectory). The trajectory of 127.05m contains 405 observations where the mobile performs an irregular path and comes back towards the first pose, performing a large loop. When we approximate the trajectory using egomotion only (top right, Fig. 23) the first and the last poses differ 5.38m. Applying the complete SLAM algorithm with the basic energy Exp. 8 (bottom Fig. 23) the distance between the first and the last poses is reduced to 0.62m, closing the large loop. In this case, a good result has been obtained without structural assumptions. This is the result that we expected because the trajectory contains high global redundancy. Furthermore, natural environments provide richer textures and consequently the stereo head gives denser and more accurate data which improve both egomotion and global rectification results.
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Figure 23: Experiment in an unstructured environment. Some reference images (top left). Egomotion results (top right) and SLAM results (bottom). In this case, no assumptions about the structure of the environment could be imposed.



3.7



Trajectory Compression Effects



In this subsection, we focus our attention on the effects of the trajectory compression strategy proposed in Section 2.2.4. In order to do that, we go back to the eight-shaped and the dry river long trajectories described above. In Fig. 24, we show the average time consumed by each rectification step (measured each 500 iterations of the rectification process) throughout the execution of both experiments (eight shaped experiment at top and dry river experiment at bottom) with different values of Nmax (upper line with Nmax = ∞, center line with Nmax = 60 and lower line with Nmax = 6). We also include the obtained 3D maps in each case (right). As we can see, Nmax changes both the results and the time tendency of the rectification steps. When no compression is used (Nmax = ∞) we always obtain the worst time tendency because the algorithm must process more and more information. Moreover, the complexity of the algorithm is always increasing. Then, the algorithm could not close the loop at the end of both trajectories (the first and the last poses differ 25.93m in the eight-shaped experiment and
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Figure 24: Average time consumed by each rectification attempt along the execution of the eight-shaped experiment (top) and the dry river one (bottom). Results with Nmax = ∞ (upper line), Nmax = 60 (center line) and Nmax = 6 (lower line). Resulting 3D maps (right). 6.96m in the dry river one). On the other hand, when we use low values of Nmax , we increase the rigidity of the map too quickly and the global cycles could not be closed. Comparing the last results with the ones using Nmax = 6 (in blue), we observe that the time tendency is much better (all of the redundance information of the observations is erased by compression). However, the algorithm does not close the loops in both cases (the first and the last poses differ 27.09m in the eight-shaped experiment and 6.83m in the dry river one). Only will we obtain good results with a reasonable time tendency (see the results with Nmax = 60, the same ones that we showed in the above section) when we use a good value of Nmax . Comparing the time evolution of both experiments, we observe similar tendencies but longer times (and consequently a lesser number of iterations) in the eight-shaped one. The trajectory in the eight-shaped experiment is really longer and the redundancy of the information is lower. Then, the volume of the map, which increases the time needed to compute the energy function, is much bigger. Moreover, the energy function used in the eight-shaped experiment is more complex (straight floor is assumed).
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4



Discussion and Conclusion



In this paper, we propose a novel approach to solve the Full SLAM problem using both 3D range and appearance information obtained by a stereo camera. A first approximation of the trajectory is given by an egomotion algorithm, divided in four steps: (i) feature extraction where the raw observation is decimated using a non-maxima suppression in the gradient of the reference image; (ii) feature matching where the appearance information is exploited in order to make an initial matching; (iii) matching refinement where the structures of both observations are compared through their range information with the aim of removing the potential outliers of the initial matching; and (iv) transformation estimation where the local action is estimated given the refined set of matchings, by using a tradeoff to avoid the undesirable effects of the anisotropic stereo noise. This first approximation is iteratively refined in order to obtain a globally consistent map by an information-based global rectification algorithm. Both approaches are closely related. On the one hand, the trajectory obtained by egomotion is prone to drifts because global consistency could not be ensured through local information only. On the other hand, global rectification obtains a globally consistent map but requires a good initial approximation of the trajectory. The proposed global rectification step is based on four key elements: (i) consistency criterion where we propose a global entropy-based measurement which exploits both the local/global information redundancy and the structural information of the environment (Manhattan-world assumption); (ii) efficient entropy approximation where we propose a cell-based approach optimized by a tree data structure in order to provide a fast approximation of the entropy of n-dimensional Euclidean distributions; (iii) information driven quasi-random update where we propose a simple and versatile approach to find the map with the minimum energy, based on the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm; and (iv) scalability where we propose an observation space-sampling and a dynamic trajectory compression strategies to bound both the temporal and the spatial complexity of the problem. At the end of the paper we present some selected experiments in order to test both egomotion and global rectification in several situations, that is, indoor/outdoor scenarios, 3DOF/6DOF trajectories, static/dynamic environments, short/large trajectories, and the like. We can extract some conclusions from these experiments: egomotion makes a very fast and robust local estimation of the actions both in 3DOF and 6DOF trajectories, indoor and outdoor environments, even in dynamic scenarios. On the other hand, entropy minimization is an effective, versatile and scalable approach to obtain a globally consistent map from an initial approximation of the trajectory. Experimentally, we have found two situations where the algorithm fails: extremely large cycles where the trajectory accumulates a large drift that makes the closure of the loop impossible; and acyclic environments where the global redundancy of the data is not enough. In these cases, we provide some variations of the energy definition that exploit the structure of hand-made environments in order to obtain a globally consistent map (Manhattan-world assumptions). Finally, we have performed several large experiments where we show the scalability of the solution which is ensured by the proposed compression strategy.
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